Prtiice Candidates. Kosmet Klub Skits Announced
By Norm Beattv
The fail Kosmet Klub show
moved into its final preparations Sunday with the selec
tion of the fraternity skits
and ue Prince Kosmet final-

ists.
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In accordance with
fall's theme, "Historical Bys-- t
e r i c s " here are brief
sketches of the four skit fi
nalists. Time Machine Blues," is
the Beta Theta Pi theme
which deals with the invention
ct a television time machine
by three professors.
As soon as the machine is
invented, a student steals
the apparatus and is sudden
ly launched back into time.
He visits France and King
Louis the XTV and England
where jousting matches oc
cur, ice wandering student
finally ends up in Egypt at
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contrasted to the fire of a
year ago.
The four finalists (listed in
their respective order as they
will appear it the Oct 14
show) are Beta Theta Pi,
Alpha Tau Omega, Theta Xi,
and Phi Kappa Psi, according
to ililt Schmeekk, KK fall
show director.
The reason the fifth boose
as excluded, accon&tg to
mne
Schmeekle, was because the 06
Erst four seemed to be much Pfessors who mvented the Vol.
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have been too much
of an effort to bring a fifth
skit up to par with the rest The theme for the ATO't is
with "Smelly Mess
icr reasonable .competition, coocensed
and the Unmentionables
Schnnieekle explained.
which is a take off on a TV
SktSmasters ami
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Ixnses imctode Ned Nolte, STIeSF
TracyS
Beta Tbeia Pi; Pha
sua Jan Jdinston, Alpha Taa As in the actual te'eviskm
show, there is a narrator and
Omega; Dave Kecek and the
characters in the skit
ItikiaM&IeSacka, Theta Xi
and Larry Long and Kent
Kraaffinnirst, Phi Kappa PsL
Tea finalist far
Rosnaet turners were chosen
Satnday alsa by the Molar
Boards from the 35 ntne
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Dave Anstjoe, Kappa Sigma; "Barney" Bameranieist- -j
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Fricfee, Alpha Tan Omega;
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Debuts Sunday
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afternoon appearances,
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Beta Sigma Psi, Phi Delta
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Phi Kappa Pia and

Earthly Affairs (St Peter)
decides that he must destroy
the earth because its useless-nesA character who has
just arrived from earth tries
to change the vice president's
mind
Included in the skit which
depicts such times as the
eras of George Washington,
Sampson and Delilah and
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Confusion reigns high
throughout the proceedings,
especially so when Will
Scarlet goes through "rush."
Win finally pledges himself
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to Robin Hood but not without a number of zany incidents.
The Phi Psi slit is entitled
"The Spir-it- s
the Thing"
which deals with a "realistic"
view of heaven.
Different parts of history
are shown as an elevator
travels from earth to heaven.
The Vice President of
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The Theta Xi skit is labled
true tale of Robin Hood."
In this case, Robin Hood
selects his merry followers in
a rush week in Sherwood for-

take a turn and come out to
be hoods."
The main concern of the
hoods and their leader,
"Corn pone," is to see how
much money they make or
take at N.U. .
The whole skit comes to a
climax when Cornpone and
his gang plan a "surprise"
for Ivy Day.
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